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RECORD .

A CONCRETE TRUSS BRIDGE.

learn the best type of locomotive with which

tons up the 4-percent grades on the maximum

to equip it. Several types were examined, in

curves .

cluding the Mallet, Meyer, Fairlie, Garratt, and
Shay, consideration being also given to engines
constructed by the Swiss Locomotive Company,

SHAY TYPE, 90 TONS- LIMA LOCOMOTIVE & MACHINE

Somewhat over a year ago there was put im

COMPANY , LIMA , OH10.
141/2 X 15 in.
Three cylinders ..
200 lb. per sq. in.
Boiler pressure :
185,600 lb.
Weight in working order .
12 ft .
Tube length .
2,916 imp. gal.
Tank capacity .
20 to 41
Gear
36 in .
Driving wheel diameter .
44 ft . i in .
Total wheel-base .
4 ſt . 10 in .
Rigid wheel-base .
70,000 lb.
Loading, front truck .
67,000 lb.
Loading, middle truck .
56,000 lb.
Loading, rear truck .

service over the Etobicoke River on the Middle

poration , as follows :

Grate

Boiler pres
.
Driver diameter .
Boiler diameter .
Tube length ....

200 lb. per. sq . in
40 in .
54 in .

Wheel-base, exclusive of tender .
Rigid wheel-base..
Weight of locomotive.
of tender .
Weight
l
Tota weight.
Tank capacity .

Tractive power .

23 sq . ft .
40,400 lb.

area ..

Tractive power .

Mallet Type, BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.
23 X 22 in .
Cylinders sure
15 ft . 6 in ,
22 ft.
7 ft . 6 in .
132,000 lb.
70,000 lb ,
202,000 lb.
3,500 gal .
32,917 lb.

No engine without some complication and mul
tiplication of parts , necessitating extra repairs ,

hair cracks in one or two places , notably where

the diagonals meet and cross in the middle
panel . These cracks may all be scraped out

with the blade of a knife, showing that they are
confined to the surface.

steep road as this. But any disadvantage from
this source in the Shay type , and also the

The bridge is 16 ft . wide, 14 ft, above water
at one end and 18 ft. at the other, thus making
the grade 5 per cent. As indicated by the illus
trations it is of the pony type with two seven
paneled parabolic bowstring trusses.

one-sided delivery of the power and the slow
speed , have been found to be compensated by its
great hauling power , and its facility of negotiat-

by the fact that the boiler is supported on twc.
trucks, in both cases resting on pivots, so chat

r

* Cambag #Cambe
Truss Symmetrical where Sizes
and Number of Rods are
not Given

the load on each is evenly distributed on the rai's .
These cylinders are four in number, all high pres .
sure, two to each truck. The engines are four
six- wheel coupled, according to the size.
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Boiler diameter
57 in .
Tube length .
13 ft . 4 in .
Driver diameter , in groups of six on two
trucks
4234 in .
Total wheel-base .
33 ft . 9 in .
g ft . 6 in .
Rigid wheel -base .
253,680 lb.
Weight under steam .
Tank capacity ..
3,230 gal .
FAIRLIE TYPE - NORTH BRITISH LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY.

Xoxorods
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End
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12 ' Stringer

MEYER Type, Class C WITH TENDER- KITSON & Co. ,
LEEDS, ENGLAND .
Cylinders
1572 x 23 in.

A+

Vox14

-85'5 ' Over All

2'0 ' 2'6' ' Plon k'Lead Pl.Bolted to Abutment
To
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16 x 22 ini .
45 in .

Driver diameter .
Weight under steam .
Tank capacity ..

This has now passed

through two winters and recent inspection has
shown that there are no cracks or flaws except

could be produced to work such a tortuous and

The Meyer type differs from the Mallet chiefly

Cylinders

clear span of 80 ft.

PL
** xa'o
2'o'

For the first five of these, particulars of suit
able classes came before the advisers of the cor

in the Province of Ontario, Canada , about 6 miles

from Toronto, a concrete truss bridge with a

6

manufacturers.

Road between the counties of York and Peel,

12

Maffei of Munich, the Hanoverian Locomotive
Company ( Goldsdorf type ) and several other

163,520 lb.
2,000 gal .

Floor Reams a oxiz

RRods

8

Rod

Detail of Joints

17.714 77.714 171.774

74 74 7.714 7.774
82'0 '

The Garratt type is a recent design furnisheil
b; Beyer, Peacock & Company, Manchester, Eng .
land. It would have been selected by the cor

Details of the Reinforced Concrete Truss Bridge.

poration except for the first cost. In this engine.
the centers of the two trucks are situated beyon .
the ends of the frame. The pivots at the ends
of the frame rest on the trucks between the rest
and middle pairs of wheels, in the case of the

six-wheeled truck . There is no tender, the wate :
being carried in two tanks at the ends, that in
the rear being the smaller in order to provide . I
space near the firebox . The loading is remak
ably uniform and all the wheels are drivers. The
class of locomotive suggested in this type is

shown by the following figures :
GARRATT TYPE-BEYER, Peacock & Co., MANCHESTER .
ENGLAND .

Four Cylinders..
Wheel diameter - six pairs .
Boiler diameter .
Tube length ..

17 x 22 in .
45 in .
71in .

6 ft . 6 in .

Boiler pressure .
Total wheel -base .
Rigid wheel -base .
Tank capacity .
Tractive power .

160 lb. per sq . in .
42 ft .

9 ft . 6 in .
2,000 gal .

38,400 lb.

One of the distinctive features of the Garratt
engine is the large diameter of the boiler in pro

View of Falsework and Forms for Concrete Truss Bridge.

portion to its length, which the makers claim as
giving the best results,

ing excessive curvature, resulting from its extremely short rigid wheel -base as compared with

When the replacement of the original structure
was first contemplated, an examination showed

The Lima Locomotive & Machine Company,
Lima, Ohio, proposed the Shay type, which has
been adopted. Three 70-ton engines of this type
have been working for over two years , and one
of 90 tons has been lately put into service. The
particulars of these locomotives are given in the
following table :

other locomotives. The road is mostly of secondhand double - headed 75-1b . steel rails in 21 - ft , and

that the abutments were in satisfactory condi.

SHAY Type , 70 TONS-LIMA LOCOmotive & Machine Com
PANY, LIMA, O 10.

cylinders.
Three
Boiler pressure

12 X 15 in .

..
Weight in working order .

200 lb. per sq. in .

Tank capacity .

2,500 imp . gal.

Gear

20 to 45

Driving wheel diameter

36 in .

Tube length ...

Total wheel-base .

141,000 lb.

II ft .
40 ft . 3 in .

Rigid wheel -base .

4 ft . 4 in .

Grate area ...

22.5 sq . ft .
29,800 lb.

Tractive

power

These locomotives have hauled 215 long tons ,

gross, up the 3.33-percent grades, and 180 long

24- ft . lengths , with 9 ties for the latter length .

tion , and brief study thereupon demonstrated
that by retaining and utilizing these abutments a

On the easier grades flat-bottomed 60-1b . rails
were used, with 11 ties to the 24- ft . lengths. The

truss bridge either in concrete or steel could be
erected at a lower cost than a concrete arch .

heavy work embracing that in the ravine sections

Designs were therefore made for steel and for

of the road was carried out in the short time of

concrete trusses and bids invited on these plans .

13 months .

The bid for the concrete design was the lowest

Mr. A. D. Sutherland is the consulting engineer
and general manager of the Commonwealth Oil
Corporation, with office in London , and Mr. Henry
Deane, M. Inst. C. E. , is chief engineer in con-

but one , four bids based on the steel design

being higher than the concrete and one being
lower . When the matter of maintenance charges

The figures

was taken into consideration the engineers de
cided in favor of the concrete design. Another

and much of the information given above were
supplied by Mr. Sutherland and through a paper

factor that entered the decision was the fact
that the bridge is on a steep grade, so that trot

nection with the Wolgan Railway .

by Mr. H. Deane which was read a short time

ting cannot be forbidden.

ago before the Sydney University Engineering

therefore, subject to greater vibration than would

Society.

be expected with properly controlled traffic on

The structure is,

J. 15.
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a level grade, and it was believed that this vibra
s pu:

e
and Pt
to mi

tion might tend to loosen the joints of a steel
structure unless it were made unusually heavy.
The concrete truss, on the other hand, by reason

of its mass , is less apt to be effected by vibration ,
passes

tion ha

The reason for selecting a parabolic curve for
the compression chord is evident from a CON

sideration of the properties of the truss
s exced

they are

SO

RECORD

vantage that no lower chord is necessary, or, to
put it another way, the natural earth forms the

upper steel plates were secured to the super
structure by four bolts. Between these steel

lower chord ; but the abutments are often not

plates were brass plates of the same thickness.

rig : dly held from spreading, temperature stresses

It may be doubted if any movement of the ex
pansion plates upon each other will take place.

are considerable, and deformation must be re
sisted by making the arch -ring very heavy . In
the case of the truss , an expensive lower chord
must be supplied, but the toes of the arched

formed. The dead load stress in the lower chord
is uniform , thus requiring the same number of

chord are more rigidly held together by it than

rods in all panels, which is a factor of impor

ture stresses, and the tendency to deformation is
perfectly resisted by a web system , and a mini

tance in the construction . Moreover, the ver
tical members are in tension , while the diagonals
receive no dead load stress , and are placed al
ternately in tension and compression as the live
load passes across the structure.
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is often the case in arches, there are no tempera

mum amount of material results."

The bridge was designed for a load of 10 tons

The bridge takes on temperature changes but
slowly. However, computing the expansion due
to a rise of temperature between the average
temperature of the coldest week in winter and
the average of the warmest week in summer , the
change in length would be less than 12 in. It is

very possible that the river-stone abutment, 18
ft . high , would deflect at the top to that extent
before the plates would slide upon each other.

on two axles , two -thirds on the rear axle , and a

The superstructure was made monolithic with

distributed load of 100 lb. per square foot. The

“ Compared with the ordinary ( unhinged ) con

at the panel points somewhat elaborate reinforce

the abutments at the fixed end of the bridge,
about 2 ft. of the top of the old river-stone
abutment having been removed and replaced by
concrete reinforced as an inverted beam so as
to distribute the weight of the bridge over the
whole main wall of the abutment. At the expan
sion end a heavy ballast wall rises between the
two bridge seats ' to prevent the bearing plates

crete arch , the concrete truss has advantages and
disadvantages. In the arch the horizontal thrust

ment was used in order to insure proper bond
between the various members. It may be noted

from working apart laterally.
All the concrete was mixed in the proportion

is resisted by the abutments, which are more or

Tere that special attention was given to the de

of 1 :3, using sand and crushed stone.

de

In connection with des gn of the structure the
designers gave careful consideration to the ad

impact allowance was one- half the live load.

vantages and disadvantages of both concrete

in the middle panel, and is only slightly rein

The compression chord measures 22 in . x 24 in.

Their con

forced, the concrete being proportioned to take

clusions are summarized in the following para

practically all of the load. The reinforcing rods

trusses and fixed concrete arches.

are tied at 6 -' n . intervals by smaller rods, but

graphs :

Two Views of the Reinforced Concrete Truss Bridge near Toronto.

less perfectly restrained from spreading by the
natural beds of the abutments - clay, rock , or

whatever it may be. In the concrete truss the
horizontal thrust of the arched compression
chord is resisted by the steel rods in the lower
chord. The advantage of this for the truss is
that the toes of the arched chord are perfectly
tied together at all times, and the upper and
lower chords expand and contract together with
temperature changes, provision for which is made
by sliding bearing-plates at one end of the truss.

Again, the tendency of the arched chord to de
form for different positions of a concentrated
load is resisted by the web members of the truss
ut
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so that the line of resultant pressure in the compression chord does not move from the center of
its section . For this reason the chord segments

act as posts, and are proportioned by their area.
“ In the arch , on the other hand, the abut-

ments often spread somewhat, causing cracks in
the spandrel walls. Again, temperature stresses
and moving loads cause deformation of the archring, which causes the line of pressures to vary

in position . Even in a well-designed arch, where
the resultant pressure never leaves the "middle
third ” of the section, the unit pressure at certain
be

tailing of the joints with the object of making
them stronger than the body of the members, so

In order to insure perfect bond between the
work of sucessive days, cracked ice in bags was

that in case of failure rupture will not come at

laid upon the last concrete poured at night, and

the joints. Then if the body of the members
where the stresses are most definitely known were
made sufficiently strong it was thought that con-

terial would be as plastic the next morning as if
it had just been poured. The floor system and

this was found to retard the set so that the ma

lower chords were concreted at one operation,
though it took several days to do the work.
However, the entire floor system was set hard
before the concrete of the upper chords could be

fidence could be placed in the design .
The maximum stress in the concrete of the
upper chord was 430 lb. per square inch , and 6450
Ib . per square inch in the steel , the latter figure
being based on the assumed ratio of moduli of
15 to 1 .
In the diagonals the maximum compressive stress in the concrete does not exceed
283 lb. per square inch, while all steel in tension
is figured for a maximum stress of 16,000 lb.
The ends of the tension rods in the lower

The engineers noticed when it was too late that
their inspector had not insisted upon a radial
joint between the old concrete and the new, that

chord

were
threaded and pushed through
punched holes in a 24 x 24 x 1/2 -in. vertical

is to say, a joint at right angles to the center line

plate at each end and were secured by nuts
and washers. Thus these plates received the horizontal thrust of the end posts . It would have

heavy steel bands were placed around the end

been easier to get uniform initial tension in each
of the tension rods in the lower chord had these
plates been 1 - .n. in thickness instead of 12 in .

commenced. The joint between the old concrete
and the new was thus in the end posts just above
the junction of these posts with the lower chords .

of the end post .

On account of this oversight

posts and the lower chords at these points to hold

them from separating. These steel bands were
then protected by a band of concrete in which
was mixed a considerable proportion of wire
nails so that it would be fibrous in its nature .
The structure was finished by rubbing the cosi

In order to prevent initial stress in the concrete of the lower chord by some of the rods
not being straig lit when the concrete was poured

crete , after it had set hard, with carborunduni

and in order Ulat hair cracks should not de-

tamped and spaded that very little in this way
was required to give a smooth finish .
The bridge was designed by and erected under

tion of the arch- ring must be proportioned by
its moments of inertia, and will be greater than
if the arch could be braced against deformation

velop under 16,000-1b. unit tension in the steel ,
the rods were put in considerable initial tension
before the concrete was poured.
One end of the bridge is fixed to the abutments , while the other is allowed to expand on

like a truss .

a bearing consisting of brass plates sliding be-

Peel , and the contractor for the work was Mr.

tween steel plates. The 2- ft . x 22- ft. x 38 - in .
bearing plates rested on thin sheets of lead and
were fox -bolted to the abutments, while the

0. L. Hicks, of Humber Bay, to whose sugges
tion the use of the cracked ice to prevent the set

sections of the ring will be zero at the intrados
and double the average at the extrados for cer-

bricks .

However, the concrete had been so well

ha'

tain temperatures and loadings, which state will
'

be reversed for other conditions . Thus the sec.

/
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We believe that bracing, where it
is possible, is better and more economical than
increasing the section .
" To recapitu'ate, the arch has the great ad-

the supervision of Messrs. Barber & Young,
bridge and structural engineers, Toronto , On
tario. It was built for the counties of York and

of the concrete .

